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Introduction
This report is part of the CESSDA Metadata Management (CMM) project, which in turn is part
of the CESSDA Work Plan Task programme 2015. CESSDA1 is a pan-European research
infrastructure that provides large scale, integrated and sustainable data services to the social
sciences. It has evolved from a network of European data service providers into a legal entity
and large-scale infrastructure under the auspices of the European Strategy Forum on Research
Infrastructures (ESFRI) Roadmap.
The objective of the CMM project is to develop a standardised metadata design and practice
for CESSDA. The outcome will be a Metadata Standards Portfolio that will support resource
discovery and question banks. It will include a DDI-compliant core metadata model and
controlled vocabularies for relevant metadata fields.
The CMM project is lead by FSD and the partners are ADP, CASD, DDA, GESIS, NSD, SND and
UKDS. The project started in November 2015 and ends in April 2017.
It goes without saying that without good metadata, the data assets held by the CESSDA Service
Providers would be meaningless characters. Metadata are the basis for CESSDA’s core
services, like the Product and Service Catalogue. The Catalogue can only be as good as the
metadata behind it - if the metadata are poor, the Catalogue cannot make them better; without
adequate and standardised metadata, the Catalogue cannot function as intended.
The CESSDA metadata profile, the development of Controlled Vocabularies and the use of the
ELSST will ensure the consistency and coherence of the metadata produced by the Service
Providers.
This report is the first deliverable of the CMM project. It contains a summary of the status of
the use of metadata standards and controlled vocabularies by the Service Providers. We also
describe previous work and existing solutions that will serve as a basis for CMM work, and
summarise the metadata needs from CMM’s perspective.
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The European data archives’ metadata practices were charted by the Data without
Boundaries project2 in 2012. The data archives were asked about the use of DDI
standards and controlled vocabularies. The survey was sent to 21 data archives, of which
16 responded. The detailed results were presented in a DwB project report and are
summarised here. (DwB D7.1, 2013.)
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Service Providers’ Current Metadata Practices

Use of DDI standards
In the DwB survey, one block of questions was about using the DDI standards and specifically, which
version of DDI the archive is using. The results are shown in Table 1 below.
Table 1. Use of DDI standards in the data archives in 2012 (source: DwB D7.1 2013, p. 67).
DDI
Codebook

DDI Lifecycle

Planning for
DDI-L

Austria: WISDOM

Yes

No

No

Denmark: DDA

No

Yes

Finland: FSD

Yes

No

Yes

France: RQ

Yes

No

Yes

Germany: GESIS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Greece: EKKE

Yes

No

Yes

Hungary: TARKI

Yes

No

Yes

Ireland: ISSDA

No

No

No

Italy: ADPSS

No

No

Yes

Netherlands: DANS

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Romania: RODA

Yes

No

Yes

Slovenia: ADP

Yes

No

Yes

Spain: CIS

No

No

Yes

Sweden: SND

Yes

Yes

Switzerland: FORS

Yes

No

Data Archive

Yes

As can be seen, in 2012 most data archives used at least DDI Codebook (DDI-C) and many were using
or planning to use DDI Licecycle (DDI-L). Only two data archives did not use any DDI specification.
The CMM project partners include 8 of the 15 current CESSDA Service Providers3. Their use of the
DDI standards is presented in Table 2 below. All in all, the situation has not changed drastically since
2012. Most CESSDA Service Providers are able to produce DDI compliant metadata: at least DDI
Codebook metadata but many also DDI Lifecycle metadata. Many are planning for DDI-L. However,
since moving from DDI-C to DDI-L is not trivial and requires resources, many data archives have not
been able to afford internal developments and have been waiting for common solutions.
2

http://www.dwbproject.org/
A list of CESSDA Members and Service Providers ia availabe at CESSDA website: http://cessda.net/National-DataServices/CESSDA-Members
3
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Table 2. Use of DDI standards by the CMM project partners in 2016.
CMM Partner

DDI
Codebook

DDI
Lifecycle

Planning for DDI-L

Denmark: DDA

-

Yes

-

Finland: FSD

Yes

No

Yes

France: CASD (PROGEDO)

Yes

No

Not decided yet

Germany: GESIS

Yes

Yes

Yes

Norway: NSD

Yes

No

Yes

Slovenia: ADP

Yes

No

Yes

Sweden: SND

Yes

Yes

-

UK: UKDS

Yes

No

Yes

Use of Controlled Vocabularies
Data without Boundaries project charted also the use of controlled vocabularies (CVs) at the data
archives. The survey revealed that most data archives use at least some controlled vocabularies (see
Table 3). Some data archives provided more detailed information, describing usually their own
vocabularies and use of DDI CVs, or their plans to take DDI CVs and ELSST into use. The data
archives used vocabularies also for access restrictions, countries and organisations. Many also
mentioned using national thesauri for keywords. (DwB D7.1, 2013.)
Table 3. Use of controlled vocabularies in the data archives in 2012 (source: DwB D7.1 2013, p. 68).
CESSDA Topics
Classification

DDI CVs

ELSST

Own CVs

Other CVs

Austria: WISDOM

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Denmark: DDA

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Finland: FSD

Yes

Some

Yes

Yes

Yes

France: RQ

No

No

No

No

No

Germany: Gesis

Yes

All

Planned

Yes

Yes

Greece: EKKE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Hungary: TARKI

No

Some

No

Yes

No

Ireland: ISSDA

No

No

No

No

No

Italy: ADPSS

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

Netherlands: DANS

No

No

No

No

No

Norway: NSD

Yes

Some

Yes

Yes

Yes

Romania: RODA

No

No

No

No

No

Slovenia: ADP

Yes

Some

No

Yes

Yes

Spain: CIS

No

No

No

Yes

Yes

Sweden: SND

Yes

Some

Yes

Switzerland: FORS

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Data Archive
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However, the DwB survey provided only an overview of the use of CVs. An ongoing
project Making Nordic Health Data more Visible4 (2014-2016, funded by NordForsk) has
studied the use of CVs in the four Nordic data archives in more detail. The results are
summarised in Table 4 below.

Table 4. The use of CVs in the Nordic data archives in 2015 (source: Making Nordic Health Data more
Visible project).

As can be seen, the four Nordic data archives use many controlled vocabularies and also many
common controlled vocabularies. However, a closer look has revealed that there is room for
improvement and harmonisation.
The Making Nordic Health Data more Visible project has discussed, for example, the possibility to
use a CV for access conditions or restrictions. The outcome was that the current access conditions in
the four Nordic archives, and their condition classifications differ so much that the only distinction
that might be feasible in short term was: 1) no restrictions (open access to all) and 2) restrictions (of
any kind, e.g., requiring registration, available only for research or requiring permission from data
creator). This is an issue that needs to be examined further, although even the simple distinction:
'open vs restrictions' could be useful for researchers, students and other users.
The final report of the Making Nordic Health Data more Visible project will include
recommendations about CVs and their use. The report will be available in fall 2016.
To better understand our starting point, we collected details of the CVs in use amongst the project
partners and matched them to DDI CVs where they fit. This covers 8 of the 15 Service Providers and

4

Making Nordic Health Data more Visible project website and demo portal: http://majken.snd.gu.se/nordic-healthdemo/public/.
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as such gives a good overview of the situation in the beginning of the project. FIgure 1
illustrates how diverse the use of CVs among Service Providers currently is. The
vocabularies used by project partners for each of the elements vary – partners use DDI
CVs, national CVs and/or their own CVs or list of terms and not necessarily in the same
way. Please note that the element names are indicative only.
Figure 1. Use of CVs among the project partners in the beginning of the project.

In addition, we charted the project partners’ views on which vocabularies should be mandatory in the
CESSDA context, and there seemed to be consensus on several of the mandatory fields:
• The top three were analysis unit, mode of collection and language.
• Following on closely from the first three were data kind, geographic coverage, country,
keyword, topics classification, sampling procedure and time method.
In total, 38 elements were mentioned so controlled vocabularies are important and used extensively
but there is a lot of diversity.

6

The DASISH project5 looked at the metadata policies and strategies of CESSDA, CLARIN
and DARIAH infrastructures, and described in detail how individual data repositories
implemented metadata management. Case studies from UKDA and DANS illustrate well
the CESSDA infrastructure and for example, list challenges in metadata production.
(DASISH D5.2A, 2014.)
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Examples of Metadata Practices within CESSDA

Existing Solutions
There are many existing proposals for best or recommend metadata standards and practices. For
example, outputs from previous CESSDA projects like CESSDA PPP, DwB and DASISH include
several discussions about metadata. It is reasonable to build upon existing resources and guidelines,
so drawing from the outputs of the mentioned projects and our own experiences, we have here listed
the most relevant existing metadata models and controlled vocabularies that we believe can serve as
the starting points of the Portfolio work.
Metadata models
The CESSDA list of DDI Codebook elements
Currently CESSDA has two metadata recommendations and they both include basically the same
elements or contents:
● Mandatory and recommended elements for DDI-C6
● CESSDA core instance (DDI-L)7
The list of mandatory and recommended elements was agreed upon in 2001. It has served CESSDA
well and while it now is in many ways outdated, the list of the core metadata elements has remained
unchanged over the years and thus forms a good basis for development. The CESSDA list of
mandatory and recommended fields is attached as Appendix 1.
It is also worth noting that many archives use or have used these lists. For example, those archives
that publish in the CESSDA Catalogue8 (see also Figure 2) produce metadata that is compatible with
the CESSDA recommendations, although they might not follow all the rules - for example, not
everyone is using the CESSDA Topics Classification.
Metadata Models by the DwB Project
The Data without Boundaries (DwB) project9 had a mission to support equal and easy access to the
rich resources of official microdata for the European Research Area. DwB was a large consortium
with altogether 29 partners belonging to the European Statistical System (10 national statistical
institutes), to the CESSDA (11 data archives) and to the research community (7 universities and an
enterprise involved in methodological research). During its four-year lifespan the DwB worked
towards preparing a comprehensive European service with better and friendly metadata. The project
ended in 2015. Three DwB Work Packages focused on metadata: WP5, WP8 and WP12.

5

http://dasish.eu/
http://cessda.net/content/download/709/6350/file/CESSDA
7
http://www.ddialliance.org/sites/default/files/ddi3/cessda_core_instance.xml
8
http://cessda.net/CESSDA-Services/Resources/Data-Catalogue
9
http://www.dwbproject.org/
6
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WP5 suggested a metadata schema that contains Series, Study and Dataset. It includes
information about access conditions (type of access, cost of access, type of user,
accreditation procedure, contact) and also Controlled Vocabularies (for example ELSST,
Nesstar CVs, DDI CVs). WP5 also built a model on the basis of the DDI-RDF Discovery
Vocabulary Ontology. The model includes metadata schemes for series, studies and
datasets and variables. (DwB D5.2, 2013 and DwB D5.4, 2015.)

WP8 created a specification for resource discovery of official statistics. They modelled the key
objects for search and discovery (series, studies and data sets, and aggregate data sets, variables,
data elements, questions, change events, instruments). (DwB D8.2, 2012.)
After WP8 was completed, developments in metadata field prompted WP12 to rethink the model,
using the DDI Discovery RDF as a starting point. DwB WP12 states that a minimal amount of
metadata is necessary to ensure that a resource can be properly indexed, that meaningful
information can be delivered to the user, and that the user can be redirected to the resource location.
They defined a minimal set of elements needed.
The DwB metadata models were used for building the DwB Metadata Services: CIMES, MISSY, and a
demonstration version of the Resource Discovery Portal (RDP):
●

●

●

CIMES (Centralising and Integrating Metadata from European Statistics) is a system
providing an overview of official microdata disseminated for research purposes by the
national statistical institutes across Europe10.
MISSY (Microdata Information System) is an online service platform that provides
systematically structured metadata for official statistics, including for a number of integrated
EU datasets provided by Eurostat11.
DwB Resource Discovery Portal (DwB-RDP) 12 provides mechanisms to researchers and
applications to search and retrieve metadata for the catalogued datasets. It allows search at
the study level and is built on a metadata model starting from DDI as a representation of
community best practices and standards in metadata development. This initial model was
enriched against the DDI Discovery RDF (Disco) and SKOS (Simple Knowledge Organization
System), to support richer functionalities and features. Also the DCAT Application profile for
data portals in Europe13 is mentioned as relevant.

The DwB metadata models are presented in Appendix 2.
DDI Discovery RDF (DDI Disco)
The DDI Disco specification is designed to support the discovery of microdata sets and related
metadata using RDF technologies in the Web of Linked Data. It supports identifying
programmatically the relevant datasets for a specific research purpose. DDI Disco is based on a
subset of the DDI XML formats of DDI Codebook and DDI-L vocabulary. Existing DDI XML instances
can be transformed into this RDF format and therefore exposed in the Web of Linked Data.14 A
mapping between Disco and DDI-L is available15.

10

http://www.dwbproject.org/service/cimes.html
http://www.dwbproject.org/service/missy.html
12
http://www.dwbproject.org/vision/discoveryportal.html
13
https://joinup.ec.europa.eu/asset/dcat_application_profile/description
14
http://www.ddialliance.org/Specification/RDF/Discovery
11
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For an overview of DDI Disco see Appendix 3.
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DDI Disco has been used in the DwB Resource Discovery Portal demo, the Nordic Health
Data portal prototype, and in the MISSY service platform.

DataCite Metadata Schema and da|ra Metadata Schema
Metadata is a key element for permanently identifying, citing and linking digital resources. There
exists several PID (persistent identification) systems, one of which is the DOI. Several data archives
are using the DOI system, but the system itself is not enough – the resources need to have enough
metadata. Two metadata schemas are closely connected to both the DOI system and to the data
archives: the DataCite Metadata Schema16 and the da|ra Metadata Schema17.
DataCite is a not-for-profit organisation that aims at establishing easier access to research data on
the Internet and at supporting data archiving. To support its aims, DataCite has developed the
DataCite Metadata Schema that is a list of core metadata properties chosen for the identification of a
resource.
The German Registration agency for social and economic data, da|ra, has developed a metadata
schema for the identification of data and retrieval purposes. It provides a number of mandatory
elements and optional properties. The da|ra complies with the official DataCite Metadata Schema
but has broadened it by adding some specific properties related to the social sciences and economics.
The da|ra metadata schema has also been mapped to DDI Lifecycle 3.2. (Helbig et al. 2014.)
DataCite supports also finding repositories. Included in its DataCite’s suite of services is re3data.org
that is a global registry of research data repositories from different academic disciplines18.
For an overview of DataCite and da|ra Metadata Schemas see Appendix 4.
CLOSER profile
The UK-based CLOSER (Cohort & Longitudinal Studies Enhancement Resources) aims to maximise
the use, value and impact of the UK’s large and long-running longitudinal studies. At the heart of the
CLOSER project is metadata about the studies, from study description to data collection,
questionnaire capture and data. Layered on top of this are consistent topics and other contextual
information.19
CLOSER has developed their own DDI Lifecycle 3.2 profile that lists all the DDI fields in use and gives
a description of how they are used. It also lists whether fields are repeatable or not and whether they
are required or not. The CLOSER profile includes metadata for the Group, Study Unit, Data
Collection, Instrument and Data Set (of which the last two are still forthcoming).20
For an overview of the CLOSER metadata profile see Appendix 5.

15

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheet/ccc?key=0AnXXOuMQghwxdG1wU1EzLVJybHp6SDI5ZHJOTUlzOVE&usp=shari
ng [19.1.2016]
16
http://schema.datacite.org/
17
http://www.da-ra.de/en/for-data-centers/register-data/doi-and-metadata/
18
https://www.datacite.org/services/find-repository.html
19
https://wiki.ucl.ac.uk/display/CLOS/CLOSER
20
https://wiki.ucl.ac.uk/display/CLOS/CLOSER+DDI+Profile
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Dublin Core (DC)21 is a small set of vocabulary terms that can be used to describe web
resources as well as physical resources and objects.22 The original DC metadata element
set consists of 15 elements, and the current set is called the DC Metadata Initiative
(DCMI) Metadata Terms. DC is a broadly used metadata standard and many other
standards (like DDI) are DC compliant. However, DC itself is not sufficient for describing
the kind of research data resources that the CESSDA SPs hold (DASISH D5.2A, 2014, p.
62).
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Dublin Core

Appendix 5 contains the list of Dublin Core DCMI Metadata Terms.
PREMIS
The PREMIS Data Dictionary for Preservation Metadata is the international standard for metadata
to support the preservation of digital objects and ensure their long-term usability23. PREMIS builds
on the OAIS reference model, and the PREMIS Data Dictionary is built on a data model that defines
five entities: Intellectual Entities, Objects, Events, Rights, and Agents. An Object is defined as a
discrete unit of information subject to digital preservation; Environment is technology supporting a
Digital Object in some way; Event is an action that involves or affects at least one Object or Agent;
Agent is a person, organisation, or software program associated with Events in the life of an Object,
or with Rights attached to an Object; and Rights Statement is an assertion of one or more Rights or
permissions pertaining to an Object and/or Agent. (PREMIS Data Dictionary, 2015, p. 17.)
For a hierarchical listing of semantic units in PREMIS see Appendix 7.
Other relevant metadata standards and models
In addition to the above mentioned standards, we have identified several other standards or models
that might be relevant for CMM work, including:
● Metadata Encoding and Transmission Standard (METS)24 that is used for packaging a set of
related digital objects.
● INSPIRE Metadata Regulation25 that enables discovery of spatial data resources.
● TEI - Text Encoding Initiative26 for the representation of texts in digital form, mostly in
humanities, social sciences and linguistics.
● Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange (SDMX)27 standards are used by Statistical Offices to
support data and metadata reporting, dissemination and exchange.
● MARC standards28 are used for the description of items catalogued by libraries.
● re3data.org metadata schema for the description of research data repositories29.
National metadata projects and initiatives
Open science and open research, the global shift towards making research findings openly available,
has been a core strategy in the European Commission to improve knowledge circulation and

21

http://dublincore.org/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dublin_Core
23
http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/
24
http://www.loc.gov/standards/mets/
25
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/index.cfm/pageid/101
26
http://www.tei-c.org/index.xml
27
http://www.sdmx.org
28
http://www.loc.gov/marc/
29
http://www.re3data.org and the schema: http://gfzpublic.gfz-potsdam.de/pubman/item/escidoc:1397899
22
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innovation30. In Europe, there are national initiatives that support this strategy and aim at
developing national infrastrucures or services. This work often includes work on
metadata schemas. Examples include:

UK Research Data Discovery Service project31 which aims to develop a service
that enables the discovery and encourages reuse of UK research data held in UK
research institutions and subject data centres. Part of the project is to produce a metadata
schema for the service taking into account the various institutions requirements.
Finnish Open Science and Research Initiative32 where the objective is for Finland to become
one of the leading countries in openness of science and research. Among other things, the
project is developing national metadata model.

Controlled Vocabularies
The current CESSDA CV Recommendations
The “CESSDA Mandatory and recommended elements” document does not contain actual Controlled
Vocabularies. Instead, it has the following remarks about the use and need of vocabularies (the
number and element name refer to DDI Codebook):
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

2.1.6.1 version: "release", "version" or "edition" may signal different levels of processing.
Need a controlled vocabulary
2.2.1.1 keyword: Vocabulary: recommendation to map to ELSST
2.2.1.2 topcClas: Vocabulary to be developed
2.2.3.3 nation: The use of ISO 3166 for the abbr attribute is mandatory
2.2.3.4 geogCover: Vocabulary? Awaits further development
2.2.3.6 anlyUnit: Vocabulary to be developed
2.2.3.8 dataKind: Vocabulary to be developed
2.3.1.1 timeMeth: Vocabulary to be developed
2.3.1.4 sampProc: Vocabulary to be developed
2.3.1.6 collMode: Vocabulary to be developed
2.4.1.3 avlStatus: It is anticipated that a controlled vocabulary will be developed.
3.1.8 dataChck: A controlled vocabulary may be developed for this element in the future.

DDI CVs
The DDI Controlled Vocabularies Group (DDI-CVG) has created a set of controlled vocabularies that
can be used with DDI as well as for other purposes and applications. The DDI CVG group members
meet monthly to agree upon new controlled vocabularies and their meanings as well as to update
current vocabularies. The currently available DDI CVs are33:
!
!
!
!
!

Aggregation Method
Analysis Unit
Character Set
Commonality Type
Data Type

30

https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/h2020-section/open-science-open-access
https://www.ukdataservice.ac.uk/about-us/our-rd/uk-research-data-discovery
32
http://openscience.fi/about
33
http://www.ddialliance.org/controlled-vocabularies
31
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Date Type
Language Proficiency
Lifecycle Event Type
Mode of Collection
Numeric Type
Response Unit
Software Package
Summary Statistic Type
Time Method
Time Zone
Type of Address
Type of Concept Group
Type of Note
Type of Telephone
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!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

ELSST Thesaurus
The European Language Social Science Thesaurus (ELSST)34 is a broad-based, multilingual thesaurus
for the social sciences. It is currently available in 12 languages: Danish, Czech, English, Finnish,
French, German, Greek, Lithuanian, Norwegian, Romanian, Spanish, and Swedish. Its main aim is to
facilitate access to data resources across Europe, independent of domain, resource, language and
vocabulary. ELSST is used to aid retrieval in the current CESSDA data portal. However, the rights of
CESSDA and its members to ELSST need to be settled.
Cessda Topic Classification
This classification was developed by the CESSDA data archives more than ten years ago. The
classification is constructed in two tiers, with 19 topics in the top tier and 81 sub-topics. Most, but
not all, CESSDA Service Providers are using the classification.35 The DwB project recommended
using the Cessda Topic Classification as a starting point, and adding two entries: Agriculture, forestry
and fisheries, and Energy (DwB D8.4, 2013, p.53).
http://www.fsd.uta.fi/fi/aineistot/arkistointi/CESSDA_topcClas.html
DataCite and da|ra Controlled Vocabularies
The DataCite Metadata includes Controlled List Definitions for the following items (DataCite, 2015):
• contributorType
• dateType
• resourceTypeGeneral
• relatedIdentifierType
• relationType
• descriptionType.
da|ra has defined controlled vocabularies for the following items (Helbig et al., 2014):
• General Resource Type (borrowed from DCMI)
• Title Type
• Availability Controlled
• Description Type (borrowed from DataCite)
• Time Dimension (borrowed from DataCite)
• Contributor Type (borrowed from DataCite)
34

https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/
The classification is available in several languages via the CESSDA portal. FSD has published it in English, Finnish and
Swedish: http://www.fsd.uta.fi/fi/aineistot/arkistointi/CESSDA_topcClas.html
35
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Collection Mode (borrowed from DDI CV)
Type of Units (borrowed from DDI CV)
Kind of Relation (borrowed from DataCite)
Identifier Type (borrowed from DataCite)
Document Type.

CLOSER Controlled Vocabularies
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•
•
•

The project has created controlled vocabularies for person’s life stages, the response unit
(to describe the interviewees), and topics areas covered by the studies. They have also selected to
use the DDI CV for Mode of Collection. All vocabularies are described at the project wiki36.
Classifications for Geography, Countries and Languages
Many data archives are using ISO standards to document information about countries, regions or
language. These include:
● ISO 639 for the names of languages37
● ISO 3166 for country codes38 ; more specifically, DwB project recommended ISO3166-1
alpha-2 for country codes (DwB D8.4, 2013, p. 54)
● NUTS for spatial units in the EU member states39
Other Vocabularies and Registries

In our discussions, some other related and possible useful vocabularies have been mentioned. These
include, for example:
● PROV-O vocabulary/ontology for provenance information40
● ORCID (Open Researcher and Contributor ID)41 for identifying researchers. ORCID is a
subset of ISNI (International Standard Name Identifier)42.
● DwB project recommends a vocabulary for Document Type: Legal framework, Data
documentation, Codebooks, Quality Reports, Questionnaires, Technical Reports, and Other
(DwB D8.4, 2013, p. 55-56).

36

https://wiki.ucl.ac.uk/display/CLOS/Controlled+Vocabularies
http://www-01.sil.org/iso639-3/
38
http://www.iso.org/iso/country_codes/country_codes
39
http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/nuts
40
https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/
41
http://orcid.org/
42
http://isni.org/
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The Needs and Requirements for the Portfolio

The CESSDA Metadata Standards Portfolio must meet the needs of CESSDA. The primary
objectives of CESSDA are “to facilitate and promote more and wider use of high-quality data in social,
economic and political research and in turn, improve our understanding of ongoing societal
processes, the problems involved and the solutions available”43. This goal can be reached via the
CESSDA Product and Service Catalogue and via the Question Bank; the Portfolio must support both.
Since CESSDA works in a multilingual environment, the services and thus the Portfolio should
support multilinguality. The CESSDA objectives also include the idea of providing data that enables
comparison over time, so there is a need to support long-term preservation of data resources.
The Portfolio also needs to reflect the needs of the CESSDA Service Providers. It is not reasonable to
expect them to change their whole metadata process, so the Portfolio needs to take into account the
current solution and practices (see previous chapters). It must be as easy as possible for the CESSDA
SPs to produce the required documentation from their holdings. However, Service Providers will
probably need to update their practices, for example take into use new Controlled Vocabularies
and/or produce new metadata.
As stated in the project plan, the development of the CESSDA Metadata Portfolio is envisioned in
two phases. The CMM project is Phase 1 and will focus on most urgent needs and produce the first
version of the Portfolio. The Portfolio Version 1 will cover metadata that is essential for describing
social science data, especially survey-type quantitative data.
Therefore only elements with noticeable priority will be regarded in the Portfolio Version 1. In short,
the Portfolio version 1 will focus on the needs of resource discovery in a multilingual environment. It
is worth noting though that many of the metadata elements necessary for resource discovery are
also necessary for other purposes like preserving the data in long term, and that even though the
Portfolio Version 1 will focus on quantitative social survey data, the metadata model (especially in
the study level) will allow for description of various other kind of data assets, too.
This section presents an overview of the needs and requirements revealed by previous work in
CESSDA’s projects and in various CESSDA events like the Expert Seminars in 2008 and 2009. The
needs and requirements were discussed in the CMM project kick off meeting in Copenhagen in
December 2015, where we prioritised the needs and agreed upon the focus of CMM project.

43

http://cessda.net/About-us/Philosophy
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There are some general requirements for a metadata model. A DwB project report
mentions the following: interoperability, versioning, support for vocabularies, machine
readability, and business models (DwB D7.2&7.3, 2014).
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General Requirements for a Metadata Model

The CMM Work Plan Task Bid states that the Portfolio needs to have the common
interoperability characters of all CESSDA Technology platforms:
● Loosely coupled but coordinated; enabling Service Providers to retain
independence, yet fully interact in an integrated, yet flexible service
● Sustainable; enabling medium and long term investment and business change decisions to be
made
● Extensible; enabling additions services to be built on or around it, including adapting to
changing functional requirements over time
● Maintainable; enabling components to be updated when IT specifications change
● Standards based; enabling the coordinated and planned change to all the coupled, but
coordinated, services.
Even though the Portfolio will be DDI-compliant, focusing solely on DDI will likely not be sufficient
for CESSDA medium to long term and therefore the model will be presented in a generic form and
not only as a DDI profile.
Need to Support Resource Discovery

In the CESSDA context, resource discovery means the process of finding a suitable data resource (for
example, a study, a question or a variable) from the Service Providers’ holdings, or the process of
browsing the SPs’ data collections to investigate a topic generally without necessarily knowing what
will be found. Resource Discovery is supported by the Catalogue and the Question Bank. Since these
services are not available yet, all their requirements can’t be met by Portfolio Version 1. However,
based on earlier work and the CMM project partners’ experience, we should be able to recognise the
core metadata elements and controlled vocabularies needed.
For resource discovery, the Portfolio needs to include study and variable level metadata i.e. the same
kind of metadata now included in the CESSDA list of mandatory and recommended elements. The
current CESSDA list also defines the minimum set of elements that need to be available in English
language so that substantive searches are possible.
Resource discovery needs include also the need to reflect version changes in the data and metadata,
need for persistent identification44 as well as the need to manage relationships between studies (for
example, Eurobarometers in different data archives). Also important are rights management
information (copyright, access, use and licensing)45 and information about access to data (such as
contact people, legal issues, application forms, contract forms, and specification of fees)46.
Provenance is important in deciding whether information is to be trusted, how it should be integrated
with other diverse information sources, in discovery of ancestral and derived data, and in how to give
credit to the originators of data when reusing it.47, 48 There is also need for structural metadata that
explains the structure and relation between individual objects.49
44

see DwB D8.2 p. 31 and DASISH D5.2A p. 115
DASISH D5.2A p.115
46
DwB D7.2 & D7.3
47
DASISH D5.2A p.115, DwB D7.2 & D7.3 p. 19
48
DwB D7.4 p. 8
49
DASISH D5.2A p.115
45
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The Question Bank is one of the forthcoming CESSDA Services. The actual development
project has not begun yet but the concept has been elaborated in earlier CESSDA
projects. The Question Bank will be a search facility across all Service Provider’s survey
holdings in a way that provides as much coverage of survey questions as possible. It
should be an accessible single point of entry for question discovery or survey creation.50
Since Question Bank is also about discovery, many QB metadata requirements overlap
with the resource discovery metadata.
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Need to Support Euro Question Bank

The main object of a Question Bank is the question and the related response categories. Another
main object is the relationship between concepts and questions. A single concept might be measured
by more than one question (and quite often batteries of questions are required to tap the various
aspects of more abstract constructs in the behavioral sciences), and a single question can also be
used to measure more than one concept. In addition, a single question will normally be used in more
than one questionnaire and quite often also be used across survey programs and languages. A well
functioning Question Bank should consequently not only include the basic object, the questions, but
also rich references to the other main objects of the survey-based information system: the concepts,
the questionnaires and the dataset/variables.51 As pointed out by CESSDA PPP, a standard metadata
model already exists which will meet many of the question bank’s requirements – DDI.52
The DASISH project defined the requirements for a system that can provide the research community
with access to questions in original languages. The functional requirements for supporting internal
business processes and DDI export and import are summarised in Table 5.53
Table 5. The requirements for Question Variable Data Base defined by the DASISH project

50

DASISH D5.2A p. 57
PPP D9.3 p. 10-11
52
PPP D9.3 p.6
53
DASISH WP 3.2.c p.8
51
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Table 5 (cont.) .

Other Needs or Functionalities
The list of needs and expectations is overwhelming and changes over time. Among the most
frequently expressed needs are metadata for preservation and storage54, centralised design (or CVs)
for recurrent actions and events55, metadata for Big Data56, metadata for data from administrative
sources (sometimes called register data)57, metadata for management of change in data over time58,
and metadata for datum-level (datum = a value found in a cell of a table)59.
CESSDA’s aim is to promote the results of social science research and to support national and
international research and cooperation. One of the main target audiences of the CESSDA Product
and Service Catalogue are researchers. In order to make the CESSDA metadata portfolio feasible for
them, their needs need to be taken into account. DwB project collected user stories from researchers
that give an overview of their expectations towards a resource discovery portal on official statistics.
From metadata point of view, the following needs or wishes were recorded60:
●
●
●
●
●
●

search or browse on topics, time and location
search for variables, information about question wordings
quick overview of all resources by country, year, topic, accessibility, and type of data
information on data collection (sample procedure, mode of collection etc) and weighting
information about and links to related material (like codebooks, questionnaires, publications)
support to multilinguality

Many of the SPs have existed for several decades and therefore have first-hand experiences on
researchers’ needs. We can thus safely assume that the SPs’ practises are designed to meet
researchers’ needs and that therefore SPs' needs reflect researchers' needs.

54

DASISH D5.2A p. 32; PPP D8.1
DASISH D5.2A p. 9
56
DwB D7.4 p. 9
57
DwB D7.4 p. 9; DwB D7.1
58
DwB D7.4 p. 12
59
DwB D7.4 p. 13
60
DwB D8.4
55
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Table 6 below contains those requirements and features that we deem essential or “must”
for the first version of the CESSDA Portfolio (a list of all discussed requirements is in
Appendix 7). The requirements or features are in many ways related and sometimes even
partially overlapping. The “Notes” column gives more information and explains the
requirement or how to achieve it in more detail.
In addition to the listed requirements, the following issues need to be explored further
during the CMM project:
●
●
●
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Portfolio Version 1 Requirements in Detail

documenting relations between objects
support for using coding standards
need of a centralised design or vocabulary for recurrent actions and events during data
lifecycle.

Table 6. CESSDA Portfolio Version 1 requirements.
Requirement / feature

Priority

Support the building of Product
and Service Catalogue

Must

Notes
The CESSDA metadata Portfolio will be the basis for the Product
and Service Catalogue. Making sure that the Portfolio reflects the
needs of the CESSDA SP as well as the users of the Product and
Service Catalogue in general, and basing it on DDI, the portfolio
automatically supports its development.

Enable harvesting of metadata
(for CESSDA Product and Service Must
Catalogue)

Harvesting of metadata is the (as far as possible) automated process
of collecting metadata from external sources/external data
providers. Harvesting metadata by a centralized CESSDA Portal
from the CESSDA SP reduces their workload and saves resources.
Additionally, in order to achieve CESSDA’s aim of promoting social
science research and support national and international research
cooperation, the possibility for external parties to harvest metadata
from CESSDA is helpful. A DDI based metadata portfolio allows and
supports this.

Support the building of the Euro
Question Bank

The CESSDA metadata Portfolio will be the basis for the Euro
Question Bank. Making sure it reflects the needs of the researchers
and the CESSDA SP as well, the portfolio will be crucial to support its
development.

Must

Support resource discovery

Must

Reflect the needs of SPs

Must

Reflect the needs of researchers

Must

Based on standards

Must

Compliant with DDI

Must

Without documentation data cannot be found. Structured and good
metadata is the backbone for resource discovery. Services like the
Product and Service Catalogue and Euro Question Bank are
researchers gateways to data discovery.
Since the SPs will be the ones providing the metadata it is absolutely
necessary to take into account their needs. This ensures the correct
utilization of the portfolio, as well as its feasibility and the
sustainable use of resources in general.
CESSDA’s aim is to promote the results of social science research
and to support national and international research and cooperation.
One main target audience of the CESSDA services are therefore
researchers.Our assumption for this project is that SPs know what
researchers need and therefore SPs' needs reflect researchers'
needs. In a later stage, studying researchers’ search practices would
be useful.
Using standards for metadata dependent tools (such as the CESSDA
Product and Service Catalogue and the Euro Question Bank) is an
absolute must in order to assure identification, location and retrieval
of information resources as well as their user-friendly comparison.
More precisely, DDI Lifecycle compliant. The Data Documentation
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DDI Profile

Must

Compliant with other relevant
standards

Must

Platform independent

Must

Extensible

Must

Machinereadable/understandable

Must

Interoperable

Must

Include examples and guidelines

Must

Cover series level metadata

Must

Initiative (DDI) is an elaborate and widely adopted international
standard for describing data from the social, behavioral and
economic sciences. It supports the entire research data life cycle and
accompanies and enables data conceptualization, collection,
processing, distribution, discovery, analysis, repurposing, and
archiving. Hence, DDI is best suited to be the basis for the CESSDA
Metadata Portfolio. To support SPs, there is a need for a CESSDA
path from DDI C to DDI L.
“DDI profiles allow different agents or agencies to specify exactly
how they use the DDI XML format, and thus help achieve seamless
transfer and interoperability of DDI instances. A DDI profile
describes the subset of valid DDI objects used by an agency for a
specified purpose. This is documented in a DDI-XML format, which
allows a set of declarations to be made, identifying specific fields in
the DDI which are “Used” or “Not Used”. Various other qualifications
can be made to restrict or default permitted values for specific
61
elements, and human-readable documentation can be added.”
The DDI profile is needed to ensure user-friendliness and
interoperability of software components.
Other standards (besides DDI) need to be taken into account as well
e.g. Dublin Core, DataCite, da|ra, and ISO standards. The level of
compliance is important.
Software that can run on any hardware platform or software
platform is platform independent. In order to ensure a user-friendly
usage and deployment of the CESSDA Metadata Portfolio, it needs
to be platform independent. This is possible since it will be based on
DDI, which uses XML, which additionally ensures human readability
and machine actionability.
Since the CESSDA metadata portfolio will be developed in different
phases and since it needs to be adaptable to new developments, it
has to be extensible. The use of DDI Lifecycle as the basis supports
this adaptability since it uses a modular design. This provides the
flexibility for dealing with specialized data files and data sets as well
as the variety of technical environments within which we currently
work or are in the process of developing.
Machine-readability supports the automation of processes. In order
to enable the harvesting of metadata, the provided metadata must
be machine-actionable. This will be made possible by basing the
CESSDA metadata portfolio on DDI, which uses the XML format.
Interoperability means, that different, heterogeneous systems can
work together seamlessly. They are able to exchange information
efficiently without special conversions between the systems. The
portfolio needs to be interoperable to ensure user-friendliness.
Interoperability of the portfolio is possible since it will be based on
DDI, which uses XML for its standard that additionally ensures
human readability and machine actionability of the metadata
portfolio. Interoperability is also ensured by providing a DDI Profile.
Examples and guidelines are necessary in order to facilitate the
utilization of the CESSDA metadata portfolio for the CESSDA SPs
(and researchers) and to ensure a common, efficient and correct
application
Metadata on series level is needed in order to support the discovery

61

http://www.ddialliance.org/resources/ddi-profiles
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Cover study level metadata

Must

Cover data file level metadata

Must

Cover variable level metadata

Must

Cover question level metadata

Must

Support documenting
instruments

Must

Support multilingualism

Must

Support use of CVs

Must

Propose CVs for most relevant
metadata fields

Must

Support DDI CVG work

Must

CVs in selected languages

Must

and description of longitudinal studies, such as the Eurobarometer
or ISSP (which are also supported by several CESSDA members).
This also helps the CESSDA SPs and researchers to use their
resources in a sustainable manner, since series only have to be
described once. The DDI standard provides the means to describe
study series level in an adequate manner.
Metadata on the study level such as study design, sampling unit, data
collection etc. is needed for CESSDA Product and Service Catalogue
and the CESSDA Euro Question Bank. It is necessary for resource
discovery.
Metadata about data and documentation files for studies are needed
for the CESSDA Product and Service Catalogue. It is also necessary
for resource discovery and data access.
Metadata on the variable level such as variable names, labels,
concepts, and codes are needed for CESSDA Product and Service
Catalogue. It is also necessary for resource discovery.
Question metadata like questions and answer texts, interviewer
instructions etc. are needed for the CESSDA Euro Question Bank. It
is also necessary for resource discovery.
The instruments of survey research are mostly questionnaires.
However, increasingly other types of instruments, e.g.
measurements of health parameters, are being applied and must
also be documented. The questionnaire documentation is especially
needed for the CESSDA Euro Question Bank.
Since CESSDA is a Consortium of (currently) 15 European member
states with different national languages, and the contents of the
CESSDA Product and Service Catalogue as well as the CESSDA Euro
Question Bank need to be presented in several languages, the
CESSDA metadata Portfolio needs to support multilingualism.
Defining a minimum set of elements where the metadata have to to
be in English should be considered, too.
Controlled Vocabularies organize knowledge for subsequent
retrieval. Using predefined forms for units of information makes it
easier to retrieve that information. They solve problems between
concepts and authorized terms concerning synonyms, polysemy etc.
Hence, they reduce ambiguity. Considering the needs of SPs and
researchers and the feasibility of the metadata portfolio, they are
extremely helpful and ensure a sensible use of resources. CVs should
be provided wherever possible. Using DDI CVs or, if necessary,
other internationally used CVs wherever and whenever possible
ensures that the CVs are widely used and accepted and are
especially suitable for the social sciences.
If no CVs exist for a metadata field and they are considered
useful/necessary for this field, the CMM will come up with a CV on
their own. This work can influence the work of the DDI metadata
standard by supporting the DDI CVG work.
By supporting the DDI CVG work, the partners of the CESSDA CMM
have the possibility to be at the source of the development of CVs,
which means they can influence the work to CESSDA’s needs. But
they can also retrieve necessary information first hand, to ensure
that the portfolio is adapted to the most recent standard. Supporting
the DDI CVG work automatically facilitates the work of the CMM.
As well as the Portfolio in general, also the CVs need to support
multilingualism. Due to practical reasons, the CVs shall be translated
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Support using concepts to
describe objects

Must

Support versioning

Must

Support persistent identification

Must

Support access to data

Must

into English, Swedish, Finnish and German. This is a starting point
which the project can currently achieve. The translation of the CVs
in other relevant languages is desirable and worthwhile; and should
be considered for a phase 2 follow-up project.
DDI concepts describe a concept per ISO/IEC 11179 - Information
Technology -- Metadata registries (MDR). The support of DDI
concepts is necessary in order to support researchers in searching
for concepts and evaluating certain survey questions.
Versioning both on metadata and data level. In addition, the
CESSDA DDI Profile must be versioned. The DDI standard supports
versioning. “The process of providing a unique identifier for an
element or entity that changes over time. Versioned elements retain
their original ID but their version number is incremented to reflect a
difference in content. This allows a reference to persist through the
ID while allowing for either the specified version or the most current
version of the element to be obtained.”
http://www.ddialliance.org/taxonomy/term/221
The persistent identification of the CESSDA data holdings is
essential to allow the citation, retrieval and presentation of data.
Therefore the CESSDA metadata portfolio must support persistent
identification. In order to do this, the partners of the CMM will work
closely together with the partners of the CESSDA Persistent
Identifiers Task.
Supporting access to data is necessary in order to achieve CESSDA’s
aim to promote social science research and support national and
international research cooperation. Information about, for example,
copyright, access, use and licensing need to be documented.

Criteria for Accepting/Rejecting Items in the Portfolio
Table 7 lists the aspects that are considered when deciding what items (metadata elements and
controlled vocabularies) are included in the Portfolio Version 1 and whether they should be
mandatory, recommended or optional.

Table7. Criteria for choosing Portfolio items
Criteria
Is the item necessary for discovering data?
Is the item necessary for building the Question Bank?
Is the item necessary for building the Catalogue?
Does the item enable multilingual search and discovery?
Are there standards that support the item?
Is there an element for the item in DDI Codebook?
Is there an element for the item in DDI Lifecycle?
Is there an element for the item in some other standard?
Are many or most SPs already using the item?
What are the costs for SP, both in terms of money and work?

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Many
Small

Notes

Is a transition period possible?

Yes

Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Maybe
Some
Moderat
e
Maybe

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
None
Large
No

Which?

Which?

How long?
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We expect that the criteria will evolve during the project, especially
after the feedback rounds.
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In Table 8 we have compared the current situation with the situation after CMM project if
Portfolio version 1 is implemented. We have also included ideas about where to go in the
future. This initial analysis will be updated in the final project report.
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Gap Analysis

Table 8. Current situation and the future after implementation of Portfolio v1.
Current situation
Outdated list of DDI
Codebook elements.

After CMM
Up-to-date Portfolio Version 1 with
core metadata elements and
controlled vocabularies that support
resource discovery, multilinguality,
describing quantitative social
science data, and building the
Product and Service Catalogue and
the Euro Question Bank.

Gap/Need for Phase 2
Extended model that takes into account further
relevant needs and enables the description of a
variety of data assets. Examples of possible
extensions are supporting a secure access portal,
preservation of assets, authorisation of users,
and the coordination with the DDI Moving
Forward data model.

Outdated list of DDI
Codebook elements
without Controlled
Vocabularies and only few
outdated
recommendations.
Unmanaged list of DDI
Codebook elements.
Very little guidance
(outdated).
No information about
impacts.

Up-to-date Controlled Vocabularies
for most relevant metadata fields in
selected languages.

CVs for extended set of metadata fields in
several languages.

Portfolio version 1.

Management and maintenance plan for the
Portfolio. Tools for CV management.
Complete user guide.

Examples and guidelines for creating
metadata.
Analysis on impacts to Service
Providers.

Analysis on impact to wider stakeholder
community, including researchers (in cooperation with other relevant tasks like the
Product and Service Catalogue Task).
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Summary

The CMM project will develop a standardised metadata design and practice for CESSDA:
the CESSDA Metadata Portfolio. As stated in the project plan, the development of the Portfolio is
envisioned in two phases. The CMM project is Phase 1 and will focus on most urgent needs and
produce the first version of the Portfolio. This report summarises the existing solutions and serves as
a basis for the CMM work.
The Portfolio Version 1 will be a solid base that will cover metadata that is essential for describing
social science data, especially survey-type quantitative data, and support resource discovery,
question banks and multilinguality. It is worth noting that many of the metadata elements necessary
for resource discovery are also necessary for other purposes like preserving the data in long term,
and that even though the Portfolio Version 1 will focus on quantitative social survey data, the
metadata model (especially in the study level) will allow for description of various other kind of data
assets, too.
In Phase 2 (to be applied for and decided separately), a more comprehensive model could be
developed as a direct continuation of the CMM work. Phase 2 could cover, for example, the secure
access portal, metadata for a wider variety of datasets, metadata required for preservation of assets,
data access, authorisation of users, and the coordination with the DDI Moving Forward data model.
If CESSDA adopts the Portfolio, the CESSDA Service Providers will probably need to update their
metadata processes, for example take into use new Controlled Vocabularies and/or produce new
metadata. The costs of this upgrade for a Service Provider will depend on their current practises and
solutions and how expandable they are.
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CESSDA
CESSDA
PPP

CIMES
CLOSER
CMM

CV
da|ra

Consortium of European Social Science
Data Archives
Preparatory Phase Project for a Major
Upgrade of the Council of European Social
Science Data Archives (CESSDA)
Research Infrastructure
Centralising and Integrating Metadata
from European Statistics
Cohort & Longitudinal Studies
Enhancement Resources
CESSDA Metadata Management

DC
DCAT

Controlled Vocabulary
Registration agency for social and
economic data
Data Archiving and Networked Services
International Data Citation Initiative
Data Service Infrastructure for Social
Sciences and Humanities
Dublin Core
Data Catalog Vocabulary

DCMI
DDI
DDI CV

DC Metadata Initiative
Data Documentation Initiative
DDI Controlled Volabularies

DDI
CVG
DDI-C

DDI Controlled Vocabularies Group

DDI-L

DDI Licecycle

DDI
Disco
DOI
DwB
ELSST

DDI-RDF Discovery Vocabulary

DANS
DataCite
DASISH

DDI Codebook

Digital Object Identifier
Data Without Boundaries project
European Language Social Science
Thesaurus
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http://cessda.net/eng/Aboutus/2015-WorkPlan#eztoc6619_0_3
http://www.da-ra.de/
http://www.dans.knaw.nl/
https://www.datacite.org/
http://dasish.eu/
http://dublincore.org/
https://www.w3.org/TR/vocabdcat/
http://dublincore.org/
http://www.ddialliance.org/
http://www.ddialliance.org/Specifi
cation/DDI-CV/
http://www.ddialliance.org/comm
unity/working-groups#cvwg
http://www.ddialliance.org/Specifi
cation/DDI-Codebook/
http://www.ddialliance.org/Specifi
cation/DDI-Lifecycle/
http://www.ddialliance.org/Specifi
cation/RDF/Discovery
http://www.doi.org/
http://www.dwbproject.org
https://elsst.ukdataservice.ac.uk/
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IFDO
INSPIRE
ISNI
ISO
ISO/IEC
11179
Marc
METS
MISSY
Nesstar
NSI
NUTS
OAIS
ORCID
PID
PREMIS

International Federation of Data
Organizations for Social Science
Infrastructure for Spatial Information in
the European Community
International Standard Name Identifier
International Organization for
Standardization
ISO/IEC 11179, Information Technology - Metadata registries (MDR)
MAchine-Readable Cataloging
Metadata Encoding and Transmission
Standard
Microdata Information System
A software system for publishing data on
the Web
National Statistical Institute
Nomenclature of territorial units for
statistics
Open Archival Information System

SDMX
SKOS

Open Researcher and Contributor ID
Persistent Identification
Data Dictionary for Preservation
Metadata
PROVenance Interchange Ontology
Resource Description Framework, a
standard model for data interchange on
the Web
Resource Discovery Portal from DwB
project
Statistical Data and Metadata eXchange
Simple Knowledge Organization System

SP

CESSDA's Service Provider

TEI
XML

Text Coding Initiative
Extensible Markup Language

PROV-O
RDF

RDP

http://www.ifdo.org/
http://inspire.ec.europa.eu/index.c
fm/pageid/101
http://isni.org/
http://www.iso.org/
http://metadatastandards.org/11179/
https://www.loc.gov/marc/
http://www.loc.gov/standards/me
ts/
http://www.gesis.org/missy/missy
-home/
http://www.nesstar.com/

http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web
/nuts
http://www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_
detail.htm?csnumber=57284
http://orcid.org/
http://www.loc.gov/standards/pre
mis/
https://www.w3.org/TR/prov-o/
https://www.w3.org/RDF/

http://dwb-dev.nsd.uib.no/portal
https://sdmx.org/
https://www.w3.org/2004/02/sko
s/
http://cessda.net/National-DataServices
www.tei-c.org
https://www.w3.org/XML/
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Appendices

Appendix 1. CESSDA Mandatory/Recommended elements (CDG, September 2001)
Source: http://cessda.net/content/download/709/6350/file/CESSDA
DDI Codebook Outline – Fields
0.0 codeBook
1.0 docDscr*

(ATT == version)
(ATT == )

1.1 citation?
1.1.1 titlStmt

(ATT == MARCURI)
(ATT == )

1.1.1.1 titl

(ATT == )

1.1.1.2 subTitl*
1.1.1.3 altTitl*
1.1.1.4 parTitl*

(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == )

1.1.1.5 IDNo*

(ATT == agency)

1.1.2 rspStmt?

(ATT == )

1.1.2.1 AuthEnty*

(ATT == affiliation)

1.1.2.2 othId*

(ATT == type, role,
affiliation)
(ATT == )
(ATT == abbr, affiliation,
role)

1.1.3 prodStmt?
1.1.3.1 producer*

1.1.3.2 copyright?
1.1.3.3 prodDate*
1.1.3.4 prodPlac*

(ATT == )
(ATT == date)
(ATT == )

Comment

Recommendation

The Document Description should consist of
bibliographic information describing the DDIcompliant document itself as a whole. Since the
Document Description section is used to identify
the DDI-compliant file within an electronic
resource discovery environment, this section
should be as complete as possible.

Contains the full authoritative title of the
marked-up codebook. The marked-up codebook
title will in most cases be identical to the title for
the data collection (2.1.1). A full title should
indicate the geographic scope of the data
collection as well as the time period covered

Mandatory

Title translated into another language

Recommended
for 2.language
Mandatory

Unique string or number (producer's or archive's
number) for the marked-up document. An
"agency" attribute is supplied
The AUTHOR in the Document Description
should be the individual(s) or organization(s)
directly responsible for the intellectual content of
the DDI version, as distinct from the person(s) or
organization(s) responsible for the intellectual
content of the earlier paper or electronic edition
from which the DDI edition may have been
derived.

The producer of the marked-up document is the
person or organization with the financial or
administrative responsibility for the physical
processes whereby the marked-up document was
brought into existence

Recommended

Recommended
Mandatory
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1.1.3.5 software*
1.1.3.6 fundAg*

(ATT == date, version)
(ATT == abbr, role)

1.1.3.7 grantNo*
1.1.4 distStmt?
1.1.4.1 distrbtr*

(ATT == agency, role)
(ATT == )
(ATT == abbr, affiliation,
URI)

1.1.4.2 contact*

1.1.4.4 depDate*
1.1.4.5 distDate?

(ATT == affiliation, URI,
email)
(ATT == abbr,
affiliation)
(ATT == date)
(ATT == date)

1.1.5 serStmt?
1.1.5.1 serName*
1.1.5.2 serInfo*
1.1.6 verStmt*

(ATT == URI)
(ATT == abbr)
(ATT == )
(ATT == )

1.1.6.1 version?
1.1.6.2 verResp?
1.1.6.3 notes*

(ATT == type, date)
(ATT == affiliation)
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

1.1.7 biblCit?

(ATT == format(APA,
MLA,Chicago[suggested
])
(ATT == location, callno,
URI)
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

1.1.4.3 depositr*

1.1.8 holdings*
1.1.9 notes*
1.2 guide?
1.3 docStatus?
1.4 docSrc*

(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == MARCURI)

1.4.1 titlStmt
1.4.1.1 titl

(ATT == )
(ATT == )

1.4.1.2 subTitl*
1.4.1.3 altTitl*
1.4.1.4 parTitl*
1.4.1.5 IDNo*

(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == agency)

1.4.2 rspStmt?

(ATT == )

The organization designated by the author or
producer to generate copies of particular
marked-up documentation including any
necessary editions or revisions. A URI attribute is
included to provide an URN or URL to the
ordering service or download facility on a
website.

Recommended

Complete bibliographic reference containing all
of the standard elements of a citation that can be
used to cite the marked-up document

Recommended

The <docSrc> element encodes bibliographic
information describing the source codebook, with
the same structure as 1.1
The full authoritative title of the source
document.

Recommended

Unique string or number (producer's or archive's
number) for the source document. The "agency"
attribute is important.
Responsibility for the creation of the source
document.

Recommended
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1.4.2.1 AuthEnty*

(ATT == affiliation)

1.4.2.2 othId*

(ATT == type, role,
affiliation)
(ATT == )

1.4.3 prodStmt?
1.4.3.1 producer*
1.4.3.2 copyright?
1.4.3.3 prodDate*
1.4.3.4 prodPlac*
1.4.3.5 software*
1.4.3.6 fundAg*

(ATT == abbr, affiliation,
role)
(ATT == )
(ATT == date)
(ATT == )
(ATT == date, version)
(ATT == abbr, role)

1.4.3.7 grantNo*
1.4.4 distStmt?

(ATT == agency, role)
(ATT == )

1.4.4.1 distrbtr*

1.4.4.4 depDate*
1.4.4.5 distDate?

(ATT == abbr, affiliation,
URI)
(ATT == affiliation, URI,
email)
(ATT == abbr,
affiliation)
(ATT == date)
(ATT == date)

1.4.5 serStmt?

(ATT == URI)

1.4.5.1 serName*
1.4.5.2 serInfo*
1.4.6 verStmt*
1.4.6.1 version?

(ATT == abbr)
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == type, date)

1.4.6.2 verResp?
1.4.6.3 notes*

(ATT == affiliation)
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

1.4.7 biblCit?

(ATT == format(APA,
MLA,Chicago[suggested
])
(ATT == location, callno,
URI)
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

1.4.4.2 contact*
1.4.4.3 depositr*

1.4.8 holdings*
1.4.9 notes*
1.5 notes*

(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

2.0 stdyDscr+

(ATT == access)

The person, corporate body, or agency
responsible for the source document's
substantive and intellectual content

Recommended

Production statement for the source document.
The producer of the source document. Use
attribute to distinguish stages in process
Copyright statement for the source document

Recommended
Recommended

Distributor of the source document. Names and
addresses may be specified, and other archives
may be co-distributors. A URI attribute is
included to provide an URN or URL to the
ordering service or download facility on a
website.

Series statement for the source document. The
URI attribute is provided to point to a central
Internet repository of series information.

Information concerning either the physical or
electronic holdings of the cited work.

The Study Description consists of information
about the data collection, study, or compilation
that the DDI-compliant documentation file
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describes.
2.1 citation+

(ATT == MARCURI)

2.1.1 titlStmt
2.1.1.1 titl

(ATT == )
(ATT == )

2.1.1.2 subTitl*
2.1.1.3 altTitl*

(ATT == )
(ATT == )

2.1.1.4 parTitl*

(ATT == )

2.1.1.5 IDNo*

(ATT == agency) (M)
Mandatory
(ATT == )
(ATT == affiliation) (R)

2.1.2 rspStmt?
2.1.2.1 AuthEnty*

2.1.2.2 othId*
2.1.3 prodStmt?
2.1.3.1 producer*

(ATT == type, role,
affiliation)
(ATT == )
(ATT == abbr, affilation,
role)

2.1.3.2 copyright?

(ATT == )

2.1.3.3 prodDate*
2.1.3.4 prodPlac*
2.1.3.5 software*
2.1.3.6 fundAg*
2.1.3.7 grantNo*

(ATT == date)
(ATT == )
(ATT == date, version)
(ATT == abbr, role)
(ATT == agency, role)

2.1.4 distStmt?
2.1.4.1 distrbtr*

(ATT == )
(ATT == abbr, affiliation,
URI)

2.1.4.2 contact*

(ATT == affiliation, URI,
email)
(ATT == abbr,
affiliation)

2.1.4.3 depositr*

Citation for the data collection described by the
marked-up documentation. If dataproducer is not
the documentation producer, then the "source"
attribute should be used to distinguish.
Mandatory in the
original language

Mandatory at
least in English
(UK)

The person, corporate body, or agency
responsible for the data collection's substantive
and intellectual content. Repeat the element for
each author, and use the affiliation attribute if
available

Mandatory
(recommended in
English)

The producer of the data collection is the person
or organization with the financial or
administrative responsibility for the physical
processes whereby the data collection was
brought into existence. Use the role attribute to
distinguish different stages of involvement in the
production process.
Copyright statement for the data collection

Recommended

The organization designated by the author or
producer to generate copies of a particular data
collection including any necessary editions or
revisions. Names and addresses may be specified,
and other archives may be co-distributors. A URI
attribute is included to provide an URN or URL to
the ordering service or download facility on a
website.

Mandatory
(recommended in
English)

Recommended
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2.1.4.4 depDate*
2.1.4.5 distDate?

(ATT == date)
(ATT == date)

2.1.5 serStmt?
2.1.5.1 serName*

(ATT == URI)
(ATT == abbr) (M)
Vocabulary

2.1.5.2 serInfo*
2.1.6 verStmt*
2.1.6.1 version?

(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == type, date)
Mandatory

2.1.6.2 verResp?

(ATT == affiliation)

2.1.6.3 notes*

(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

2.1.7 biblCit?

(ATT == format(APA,
MLA, Chicago
[suggested ]
(ATT == location, callno,
URI)
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

2.1.8 holdings*
2.1.9 notes*
2.2 stdyInfo*

(ATT == )

2.2.1 subject?

(ATT == )

2.2.1.1 keyword*

(ATT == vocab(LCSH,
MeSH[suggested]),
vocabURI) (M)

2.2.1.2 topcClas*

(ATT == vocab(LCSH,
MeSH[suggested]),
vocabURI) (M)

2.2.2 abstract*

(ATT == date)

2.2.3 sumDscr*

(ATT == )

2.2.3.1 timePrd*

(ATT ==
event(start|end|single),
date, cycle) (M) ISO

Mandatory if
appropriate
(recommended in
English)

"release", "version" or "edition" may signal
different levels of processing. Need a controlled
vocabulary. To describe the character of the
processing of a study, <notes> could be used.

Complete bibliographic reference

Subject information describing the data
collection's intellectual content.
Words or phrases that describe salient aspects of
a data collection's content. Can be used for
building keyword indexes and for classification
and retrieval purposes. A controlled vocabulary
can be employed.
Indicates the broad substantive topic(s) that the
data cover

An unformatted summary describing the purpose,
nature, and scope of the data collection, special
characteristics of its contents, major subject
areas covered, and what questions the PIs
attempted to answer when they conducted the
study. A listing of major variables in the study is
important here.
Information about a study's chronological and
geographic coverage and unit of analysis.

Recommended

Recommended.
Vocabulary:
recomendation to
map to ELSST
Recommended.
Vocabulary to be
developed
(Collaboration of
archives
integrating
presently used
archive
standards)
Mandatory
(mandatory also
in English - but
could be a
shorter version)

Mandatory if
applicable
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2.2.3.2 collDate*

2.2.3.3 nation*

(ATT ==
event(start|end|single),
date, cycle) (M) ISO
(ATT == abbr) ISO 3166

Mandatory

This tag should to be renamed

2.2.3.4
geogCover*

(ATT == )

Information on the geographic coverage of the
data

2.2.3.5 geogUnit*

(ATT == )

Lowest level of geographic aggregation covered
by the data.

2.2.3.6 anlyUnit*

(ATT == unit(individual,
family, household,
group, institution/
organization,
administrative unit)

2.2.3.7 universe*

(ATT == level
study/file/record/
variable)(sugg.),
clusion(I|E))
(ATT == )

2.2.3.8 dataKind*

2.2.4 notes*

(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

2.3 method*
2.3.1 dataColl*

(ATT == )
(ATT == )

2.3.1.1 timeMeth*

(ATT == method(panel,
cross-section, trend,
time-series [suggested])

2.3.1.2
dataCollector*

(ATT == abbr,
affiliation)

2.3.1.3 frequenc*

(ATT == freq(monthly,
quarterly[suggested])

2.3.1.4 sampProc*

(ATT == )

2.3.1.5 deviat*

(ATT == )

2.3.1.6 collMode*

(ATT == ) (telephone
interview, mail
questionnaire[suggeste

Mandatory. The
use of ISO 3166
for the abbr
attribute is
mandatory, too
Recommended.
Vocabulary?
Awaits further
developement

Recommended.
Vocabulary to be
developed on the
basis of the SRM
(SRM: Thesaurus
of Social
Research
Methodology
http://www.niwi.
knaw.nl/nl/srm/sr
m.htm)
Recommended

Vocabularyto be
developed, based
on SRM

This refers to the entity collecting the data, not to
the entity producing the documentation.

May include reference to the target sample size
and the sampling fraction

Recommended.
Vocabulary to be
developed, based
on SRM
Recommended

Recommended.
Vocabulary to be
developed, based
on SRM
Recommended.
Vocabulary to be
developed, based
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d])
2.3.1.7 resInstru*

2.3.1.8 sources?
2.3.1.8.1 dataSrc*
2.3.1.8.2 srcOrig*
2.3.1.8.3 srcChar*
2.3.1.8.4 srcDocu*
2.3.1.8.5 sources*
2.3.1.9 collSitu*

2.3.1.10 actMin*

2.3.1.11 ConOps*
2.3.1.12 weight*

on SRM

(ATT ==
type(structured, semistructured,
unstructured[suggested
])
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT ==
)(cooperativeness of R,
duration of interview,
number of callbacks[suggested])
(ATT == ) (follow-up
visits, supervisory
checks, historical
matching,
estimation[suggested])
(ATT == agency)
(ATT == )

2.3.1.13
cleanOps*
2.3.2 notes*

(ATT == agency)

2.3.3 anlyInfo?

(ATT == )

2.3.3.1 respRate*
2.3.3.2
EstSmpErr*
2.3.3.3 dataAppr*

(ATT == )
(ATT == )

(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

2.3.4 stdyClas?

(ATT == )(response
variance, nonresponse
rate, testing for bias,
interview and response
bias, confidence levels,
question
bias[suggested])
(ATT == type)

2.4 dataAccs*
2.4.1 setAvail*

(ATT == )
(ATT == media)

Describe here the criteria for using weights in
analysis of a collection. If a weighting formula or
coefficient was developed, provide this formula,
define its elements, and indicate how the formula
is applied to data.

Mandatory in the
language of the
dataset.
Recommended in
english

additional information about the methodology
and processing involved in a collection, including
error notes

Generally used to give the data archive's class or
study status number, which indicates the
processing status of the study. May also be used
as a text field to describe processing status.
The "media" attribute may be used in
combination with any of the subelements
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2.4.1.1 accsPlac*

(ATT == URI)

2.4.1.2 origArch?
2.4.1.3 avlStatus*

(ATT == )
(ATT == )(available;
unavailable because
embargoed for a period
of time, superseded,
new edition
imminent[suggested])
(ATT == ) (machinereadable
documentation,data
dictionary, data
definition statements,
data collection
instrument [suggested])
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

2.4.1.4 collSize?

2.4.1.5 complete?
2.4.1.6 fileQnty?
2.4.1.7 notes*
2.4.2 useStmt*

(ATT == )

2.4.2.1 confDec?

(ATT ==
required(yes|no),
formNo, URI)
(ATT ==
required(yes|no),
formNo, URI)
(ATT == )
(ATT == affiliation, URI,
email)
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == )

2.4.2.2 specPerm?

2.4.2.3 restrctn?
2.4.2.4 contact*
2.4.2.5 citReq?
2.4.2.6 deposReq?
2.4.2.7
conditions?
2.4.2.8 disclaimer?

Use the URI attribute to provide a URN or URL
for the storage site or the actual address from
which the data may be downloaded.
It is anticipated that a controlled vocabulary will
be developed for this element

Recommended

Recommended

Information on terms of use for the data
collection.
used to determine if signing of a confidentiality
declaration is needed to access a resource
used to determine if any special permissions are
required to access a resource
Any restrictions on access to or use

Recommended

(ATT == )

2.4.3 notes*

(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

2.5 othrStdyMat*
2.5.1 relMat*
2.5.1.1 citation*

(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == MARCURI)

2.5.2 relStdy*
2.5.2.1 citation*
2.5.3 relPubl*
2.5.3.1 citation*
2.5.4 othRefs*

(ATT == )
(ATT == MARCURI)
(ATT == )
(ATT == MARCURI)
(ATT == )

2.5.4.1 citation*

(ATT == MARCURI)
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2.6 notes*

(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

3.0 fileDscr*

(ATT == URI, sdatrefs,
methrefs,
pubrefs,access)
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == )

3.1 fileTxt?
3.1.1 fileName?
3.1.2 fileCont?

3.1.3 fileStrc?

(ATT == type
(rectangular|hierarchica
l|relational))

3.1.3.1 recGrp*

(ATT == recGrp,
rectype, keyvar,
recidvar)
(ATT == level, vendor)
(ATT == level)

3.1.3.1.1 labl*
3.1.3.1.2
recDimnsn?
3.1.3.1.2.1
varQnty?
3.1.3.1.2.2
caseQnty
3.1.3.1.2.3
logRecL?
3.1.3.2 notes*

3.1.4 dimensns?
3.1.4.1 caseQnty*
3.1.4.2 varQnty*
3.1.4.3 logRecL*
3.1.4.4 recPrCas*
3.1.4.5
recNumTot*
3.1.5 fileType?

3.1.6 format?

Mandatory
Abstract or description of the file. A summary
describing the purpose, nature, and scope of the
data file
Use attribute

Used to describe record groupings if the file is
hierarchical or relational.
Used to the degree that it is resonable

(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

(ATT == )

The attributes for notes permit a controlled
vocabulary to be developed (type and subject),
the level of the DTD to which the note refers to
be identified (study, file, variable, etc.), and the
author of the note to be indicated (resp).
Dimensions of the overall file.
To be used for rectangular files only

Recommended
Recommended

(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == charset(usascii, ebcdic, unicode
UTF-8[suggested])
(ATT == )(lrecl, cardimage, delimited, free
format[suggested])

3.1.7 filePlac?
3.1.8 dataChck*

(ATT == )
(ATT == )

3.1.9 ProcStat?

(ATT == )

Types of data files include raw data (ASCII,
EBCDIC, etc.) and softwaredependent files such
as SAS datasets, SPSS export files, etc.
Physical format of the data file: Logical record
length format, card-image format (i.e., data with
multiple records per case), delimited format, free
format, etc.
A controlled vocabulary may be developed for
this element in the future.
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3.1.10 dataMsng?

3.1.11 software*
3.1.12 verStmt?

(ATT == ) (standardized
across
collection,present
because of merging
[suggested])
(ATT == date, version)
(ATT == )

3.1.12.1 version?
3.1.12.2 verResp?
3.1.12.3 notes*

(ATT == type, date)
(ATT == type, date)
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

3.2 notes*

(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

4.0 dataDscr*
4.1 varGrp*

(ATT == )
(ATT ==
type(Section|Multiple
response| Grid|
Display|Repetition|
Subject| Version|
Iteration|
Analysis|Pragmatic|Rec
ord|File|Randomized|O
ther), var, varGrp, name,
sdatrefs, methrefs,
pubrefs, access)
(ATT == level, vendor)
(ATT == level)
(ATT == )

4.1.1 labl*
4.1.2 txt*
4.1.3 defntn?
4.1.4 universe?

(ATT ==
level(study/file/variable
)(sugg.),clusion)

4.1.5 notes*

(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

4.2 var*

(ATT == name, wgt, wgtvar, qstn, files, vendor,
dcml,
intrvl(contin|discrete),
rectype, sdatrefs,
methrefs, pubrefs,
access)
(ATT == StartPos,
EndPos, width,
RecSegNo, fileid)
(ATT == level, vendor)
(ATT == )

4.2.1 location*

4.2.2 labl*
4.2.3 imputation?

give general information about missing data

A group of variables that may share a common
subject, arise from the interpretation of a single
question, or are linked by some other factor.

Recommended

Recommended
Rationale for why the variables are grouped in
this way.

This element describes all of the features of a
single variable in a social science data file.

Mandatory

Mandatory
"the process by which one estimates missing
values for items that a survey respondent failed
to provide," and if applicable in this context, it
refers to the type of procedure used.
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4.2.4 security?

4.2.5 embargo?

4.2.6 respUnit?

4.2.7 anlysUnit?

4.2.8 qstn*
4.2.8.1 preQTxt*
4.2.8.2 qstnLit*
4.2.8.3 postQTxt*
4.2.8.4 forward*
4.2.8.5 backward*
4.2.8.6 ivuInstr*
4.2.9 valrng*
4.2.9.1 range*

4.2.9.2 item*

4.2.9.3 key?
4.2.9.4 notes*

(ATT == date)(public,
subscriber, need to
know[suggested])
(ATT == date,
event(notBefore|notAft
er), format)
(ATT == )(respondent,
proxy, interviewer
[suggested])
(ATT == )(individual,
family, household,
group,
institution/organization
, administrative unit
[suggested])
(ATT == qstn, var,
seqNo, sdatrefs)
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == qstn)
(ATT == qstn)

(ATT == )

4.2.10.1 range*

(ATT ==
UNITS(INT|REAL)(sugg.
), min, minExclusive,
max, maxExclusive)
(ATT ==
UNITS(INT|REAL)(sugg.
), VALUE)
(ATT == )
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

4.2.10.3 key?
4.2.10.4 notes*
4.2.11 undocCod*
4.2.12 universe*
4.2.13 TotlResp?

Recommended

(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT ==
UNITS(INT|REAL)(sugg.
), min, minExclusive,
max, maxExclusive)
(ATT ==
UNITS(INT|REAL)(sugg.
), VALUE)
(ATT == )
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

4.2.10 invalrng*

4.2.10.2 item*

who provided the information contained within
the variable

(ATT == )
(ATT == level, clusion)
(ATT == )

Values for a particular variable that represent
missing data, not applicable responses, etc.

?
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4.2.14 sumStat*

(ATT == wgtd(wgtd|notwgtd), weight, type
(mean|medn|mode|vald
|invd|min|max|stdev))

4.2.15 txt*
4.2.16 stdCatgry*

(ATT == level)
(ATT == URI)(industry
codes, employment
codes, social class
codes[suggested])
(ATT == missing(Y/N),
missType(inap., DK, no
answer[suggested],
catgry, catGrp)
(ATT == level, vendor)
(ATT == type, URI)

4.2.17 catgryGrp*

4.2.17.1 labl*
4.2.17.2 catStat*
4.2.17.3 txt*
4.2.18 catgry*

4.2.18.1 catValu?
4.2.18.2 labl*
4.2.18.3 txt*
4.2.18.4 catStat*

4.2.19 codInstr*
4.2.20 verStmt*
4.2.20.1 version?
4.2.20.2 verResp?
4.2.20.3 notes*
4.2.21 concept*

4.2.22 derivation?
4.2.22.1 drvdesc?
4.2.22.2 drvcmd?
4.2.23 varFormat?

4.2.24 notes*

(ATT == level)
(ATT == missing(Y/N),
missType(inap., DK, no
answer [suggested],
country (suggested:
ISO3166 standard for
nation codes), sdatrefs)
(ATT == )
(ATT == level, vendor)
(ATT == level)
(ATT ==
type(freq|percent|cross
tab), URI)
(ATT == )
(ATT == )
(ATT == type, date)
(ATT == affiliation)
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

One or more statistical measures which describe
the responses to a particular variable and may
include one or more standard summaries

Recommended

A description of response categories that might
be grouped together.

A description of a particular response

Recommended

(ATT == vocab(LCSH,
MeSH[suggested],vocab
URI)
(ATT == var)
(ATT == )
(ATT == syntax)
(ATT ==
type(character|numeric
),
formatname,schema(SA
S|SPSS|IBM|ANSI|ISO|
XMLData|other),
category(date | time |
currency |other), URI)
(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)
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4.3 notes*

(ATT == type, subject,
level, resp, sdatrefs)

5.0 otherMat*

(ATT ==
type,level(data/datafile/
studydesc/study), URI)

5.1 labl*

(ATT ==
level(record|variable/ca
tegory), vendor)

5.2 txt?

(ATT ==
level(record|variable/ca
tegory))
(ATT == type, subject,
level(record|variable/ca
tegory), resp, sdatrefs)

5.3 notes*

5.4 table*
5.5 citation?

5.6 otherMat*

(ATT == )
(ATT == MARCURI)
NOTE: full tree for
citation element
omitted for reasons of
space.
(ATT == type, level, URI)
NOTE: otherMat is
recursively defined to
5.0.
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Source: DwB D8.2, p. 28-29. This table shows how the various objects in each of the DwB
metadata schemes map against the DDI and SDMX standards.
WP 5 D5.2
Series
Study
DataSet
[KeyWords]
[Controlled
Vocabularies]

WP 5 D5.4
Series
Study
DataSet
[Terms]
[Controlled
Vocabularies]

WP 8 D8.2
Series
Study
DataSet
Term
Thesaurus

Microdata Set
Survey Instrument
SurveyInstrument
Questionnaire (Survey link property)
Non-Survey Instrument
Question
Variable
Data Element
Change Event
Concept
Classification
Category
Code

DDI Codebook
SerStmt
codeBook
StdyDescr, StdyInfo
[Terms]
[Controlled
Vocabulary]

FileDscr

qstn
var

concept
[catgry]
catgry
Catgry/catValu

DDI Lifecycle (3.1)
Group or Subgroup
StudyUnit
Physical Instance
[Terms]
[Controlled Vocabulary]
Physical Instance, Logical
Records and Physical Data
Product
Instrument

CollectionEvent
QuestionItem
Variable
[Variable]
LifecycleEvent
Concept
CodeScheme
Category
Code

SDMX (2.0)
[Data Set]
[Data Set]
Data Set

Data Set (as used according
to an agreed profile)

[Concept]

Concept
Codelist
Code
Code
Level (in
HierarchicalCodelist)
ConceptScheme

Level
ConceptSystem

Level (in CodeScheme)
ConceptScheme

Measure

AggregationDefinition/
Measure, VariableReference/
Measure, NCube/ Measure
CrossSectionalMeasure

Observation
Slice
AggregateDataSet
Dimension
DataStructure
Attribute
Dimension
AttributeValue
Key
KeyValue

measure
[Variable when used
as an observation by [Variable when used as an
an NCube]
observation by an NCube]
[Attachment information for
Attribute by Value fields]
NCube
NCube (instance)
Dimension
NCube
Attribute
Dimension
Attribute (Representation)
NCubeInstance/ DataItem/
[Set of Dimensions]
NCubeInstance/ DataItem/
Dimension
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Appendix 2. Summary of metadata models from the Data without Boundaries project

ObservationValue
Group
DataSet
Dimension
Data Structure Definition
Attribute
Dimension
Attribute (Representation)
Key
KeyValue
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Title

The resource name, to display in search result and for text search
A minimum level abstract is needed, to give a shorthand description of the content of
Abstract
the data collection.
The spatial coverage of the resource underlying data (this is a fundamental search
Geography criterion). The minimal requirement is to provide a country. Note that if not present in
the metadata, this can often be inferred based on the provider.
The time period the resource underlying data covers (a least a year). Note that if not
Time
present in a dedicated metadata element, experience shows that this information can
very often be extracted from the title.
A url where the user can be redirected to retrieve or find additional information around
Location
gaining access to the resource.
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Minimal set of metadata elements (source: DwB D12.1, p.7.):

Note:
metadata possibly
automatically
tagged include:
metadata
provider, original
format,
timestamps,
and others.
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Source: http://rdf-vocabulary.ddialliance.org/discovery.html#fig-overview [19.1.2016]
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Appendix 3: Overview of DDI DISCO Vocabulary
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Source: da|ra Metadata Schema Version 3.1 Technical Report, p. 46-49.
DOI:10.4232/10.mdsdoc.3.1
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Appendix 4. Overview of DataCite and da|ra Metadata Schemas
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Appendix 5. Overview of the CLOSER metadata profile

Source: https://wiki.ucl.ac.uk/display/CLOS/CLOSER+DDI+Profile
[30.3.2016]
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Source: DCMI Metadata Terms http://dublincore.org/documents/2012/06/14/dcmiterms/ [4.2.2016]

Index of Terms
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Appendix 6. Dublin Core DCMI Metadata Terms

Properties in the /terms/ namespace
abstract , accessRights , accrualMethod , accrualPeriodicity , accrualPolicy , alternative , audience ,
available , bibliographicCitation , conformsTo , contributor , coverage , created , creator , date ,
dateAccepted , dateCopyrighted , dateSubmitted , description , educationLevel , extent , format ,
hasFormat , hasPart , hasVersion , identifier , instructionalMethod , isFormatOf , isPartOf ,
isReferencedBy , isReplacedBy , isRequiredBy , issued , isVersionOf , language , license , mediator ,
medium , modified , provenance , publisher , references , relation , replaces , requires , rights ,
rightsHolder , source , spatial , subject , tableOfContents , temporal , title , type , valid
Properties in the /elements/1.1/ namespace
contributor , coverage , creator , date , description , format , identifier , language , publisher , relation ,
rights , source , subject , title , type
Vocabulary Encoding Schemes
DCMIType , DDC , IMT , LCC , LCSH , MESH , NLM , TGN , UDC
Syntax Encoding Schemes
Box , ISO3166 , ISO639-2 , ISO639-3 , Period , Point , RFC1766 , RFC3066 , RFC4646 , RFC5646 ,
URI , W3CDTF
Classes
Agent , AgentClass , BibliographicResource , FileFormat , Frequency , Jurisdiction , LicenseDocument
, LinguisticSystem , Location , LocationPeriodOrJurisdiction , MediaType , MediaTypeOrExtent ,
MethodOfAccrual , MethodOfInstruction , PeriodOfTime , PhysicalMedium , PhysicalResource ,
Policy , ProvenanceStatement , RightsStatement , SizeOrDuration , Standard
DCMI Type Vocabulary
Collection , Dataset , Event , Image , InteractiveResource , MovingImage , PhysicalObject , Service ,
Software , Sound , StillImage , Text
Terms related to the DCMI Abstract Model memberOf , VocabularyEncodingScheme
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Source: http://www.loc.gov/standards/premis/v3/premis-hierarchical-3-0.html
[4.2.2016]
Object
1.1

objectIdentifier (M, R)
1.1.1 objectIdentifierType (M, NR)
1.1.2 objectIdentifierValue (M, NR)
1.2
objectCategory (M, NR)
1.3
preservationLevel (O, R) [Intellectual Entity, Representation, File]
1.3.1 preservationLevelType (O, NR) [Intellectual Entity, Representation, File]
1.3.2 preservationLevelValue (M, NR) [Intellectual Entity, Representation, File]
1.3.3 preservationLevelRole (O, NR) [Intellectual Entity, Representation, File]
1.3.4 preservationLevelRationale (O, R) [Intellectual Entity, Representation, File]
1.3.5 preservationLevelDateAssigned (O, NR) [Intellectual Entity, Representation, File]
1.4
significantProperties (O, R)
1.4.1 significantPropertiesType (O, NR)
1.4.2 significantPropertiesValue (O, NR)
1.4.3 significantPropertiesExtension (O, R)
1.5
objectCharacteristics (M, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.1 compositionLevel (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.2 fixity (O, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.2.1 messageDigestAlgorithm (M, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.2.2 messageDigest (M, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.2.3 messageDigestOriginator (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.3 size (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.4 format (M, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.4.1 formatDesignation (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.4.1.1
formatName (M, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.4.1.2
formatVersion (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.4.2 formatRegistry (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.4.2.1
formatRegistryName (M, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.4.2.2
formatRegistryKey (M, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.4.2.3
formatRegistryRole (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.4.3 formatNote (O, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.5 creatingApplication (O, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.5.1 creatingApplicationName (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.5.2 creatingApplicationVersion (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.5.3 dateCreatedByApplication (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.5.4 creatingApplicationExtension (O, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.6 inhibitors (O, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.6.1 inhibitorType (M, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.6.2 inhibitorTarget (O, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.6.3 inhibitorKey (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.5.7 objectCharacteristicsExtension (O, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.6
originalName (O, NR) [Intellectual Entity, Representation, File]
1.7
storage (O, R) [Representation, File, Bitstream]
1.7.1 contentLocation (O, NR) [Representation, File, Bitstream]
1.7.1.1 contentLocationType (M, NR) [Representation, File, Bitstream]
1.7.1.2 contentLocationValue (M, NR) [Representation, File, Bitstream]
1.7.2 storageMedium (O, NR) [Representation, File, Bitstream]
1.8
signatureInformation (O, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.8.1 signature (O, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.8.1.1 signatureEncoding (M, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.8.1.2 signer (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.8.1.3 signatureMethod (M, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.8.1.4 signatureValue (M, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.8.1.5 signatureValidationRules (M, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.8.1.6 signatureProperties (O, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.8.1.7 keyInformation (O, NR) [File, Bitstream]
1.8.2 signatureInformationExtension (O, R) [File, Bitstream]
1.9
environmentFunction (O, R) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
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1.9.1
environmentFunctionType (M, NR) [Intellectual Entity of type
environment]
1.9.2
environmentFunctionLevel (M, NR) [Intellectual Entity of type
environment]
1.10 environmentDesignation (O, R) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
1.10.1 environmentName (M, NR) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
1.10.2 environmentVersion (O, NR) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
1.10.3 environmentOrigin (O, NR) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
1.10.4 environmentDesignationNote (O, R) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
1.10.5 environmentDesignationExtension (O, R) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
1.11 environmentRegistry (O, R) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
1.11.1 environmentRegistryName (M, NR) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
1.11.2 environmentRegistryKey (M, NR) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
1.11.3 environmentRegistryRole (O, NR) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
1.12 environmentExtension (O, R) [Intellectual Entity of type environment]
1.13 relationship (O, R)
1.13.1 relationshipType (M, NR)
1.13.2 relationshipSubType (M, NR)
1.13.3 relatedObjectIdentifier (M, R)
1.13.3.1 relatedObjectIdentifierType (M, NR)
1.13.3.2 relatedObjectIdentifierValue (M, NR)
1.13.3.3 relatedObjectSequence (O, NR)
1.13.4 relatedEventIdentifier (O, R)
1.13.4.1 relatedEventIdentifierType (M, NR)
1.13.4.2 relatedEventIdentifierValue (M, NR)
1.13.4.3 relatedEventSequence (O, NR)
1.13.5 relatedEnvironmentPurpose (O, R) [Representation, File, Bitstream]
1.13.6 relatedEnvironmentCharacteristic (O, NR) [Representation, File, Bitstream]
1.14 linkingEventIdentifier (O, R)
1.14.1 linkingEventIdentifierType (M, NR)
1.14.2 linkingEventIdentifierValue (M, NR)
1.15 linkingRightsStatementIdentifier (O, R)
1.15.1 linkingRightsStatementIdentifierType (M, NR)
1.15.2 linkingRightsStatementIdentifierValue (M, NR)

Event
2.1

eventIdentifier (M, NR)
2.1.1 eventIdentifierType (M, NR)
2.1.2 eventIdentifierValue (M, NR)
2.2
eventType (M, NR)
2.3
eventDateTime (M, NR)
2.4
eventDetailInformation (O, R)
2.4.1 eventDetail (O, NR)
2.4.2 eventDetailExtension (O, R)
2.5
eventOutcomeInformation (O, R)
2.5.1 eventOutcome (O, NR)
2.5.2 eventOutcomeDetail (O, R)
2.5.2.1 eventOutcomeDetailNote (O, NR)
2.5.2.2 eventOutcomeDetailExtension (O, R)
2.6
linkingAgentIdentifier (O, R)
2.6.1 linkingAgentIdentifierType (M, NR)
2.6.2 linkingAgentIdentifierValue (M, NR)
2.6.3 linkingAgentRole (O, R)
2.7
linkingObjectIdentifier (O, R)
2.7.1 linkingObjectIdentifierType (M, NR)
2.7.2 linkingObjectIdentifierValue (M, NR)
2.7.3 linkingObjectRole (O, R)

Agent
3.1

agentIdentifier (M, R)
3.1.1 agentIdentifierType (M, NR)
3.1.2 agentIdentifierValue (M, NR)
3.2
agentName (O, R)
3.3
agentType (O, NR)
3.4
agentVersion (O, NR)
3.5
agentNote (O, R)
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3.7.1
3.7.2
3.8
3.8.1
3.8.2
3.9
3.9.1
3.9.2
3.9.3

agentExtension (O, R)
linkingEventIdentifier (O, R)
linkingEventIdentifierType (M, NR)
linkingEventIdentifierValue (M, NR)
linkingRightsStatementIdentifier (O, R)
linkingRightsStatementIdentifierType (M, NR)
linkingRightsStatementIdentifierValue (M, NR)
linkingEnvironmentIdentifier (O, R)
linkingEnvironmentIdentifierType (M, NR)
linkingEnvironmentIdentifierValue (M, NR)
linkingEnvironmentRole (O, R)
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3.6
3.7

Rights
4.1

rightsStatement (O, R)
4.1.1 rightsStatementIdentifier (M, NR)
4.1.1.1 rightsStatementIdentifierType (M, NR)
4.1.1.2 rightsStatementIdentifierValue (M, NR)
4.1.2 rightsBasis (M, NR)
4.1.3 copyrightInformation (O, NR)
4.1.3.1 copyrightStatus (M, NR)
4.1.3.2 copyrightJurisdiction (M, NR)
4.1.3.3 copyrightStatusDeterminationDate (O, NR)
4.1.3.4 copyrightNote (O, R)
4.1.3.5 copyrightDocumentationIdentifier (O, R)
4.1.3.5.1
copyrightDocumentationIdentifierType (M, NR)
4.1.3.5.2
copyrightDocumentationIdentifierValue (M, NR)
4.1.3.5.3
copyrightDocumentationRole (O, NR)
4.1.3.6
copyrightApplicableDates (O, NR)
4.1.3.6.1
startDate (O, NR)
4.1.3.6.2
endDate (O, NR)
4.1.4 licenseInformation (O, NR)
4.1.4.1
licenseDocumentationIdentifier (O, R)
4.1.4.1.1
licenseDocumentationIdentifierType (M, NR)
4.1.4.1.2
licenseDocumentationIdentifierValue (M, NR)
4.1.4.1.3
licenseDocumentationRole (O, NR)
4.1.4.2
licenseTerms (O, NR)
4.1.4.3
licenseNote (O, R)
4.1.4.4
licenseApplicableDates (O, NR)
4.1.4.4.1
startDate (O, NR)
4.1.4.4.2
endDate (O, NR)
4.1.5 statuteInformation (O, R)
4.1.5.1
statuteJurisdiction (M, NR)
4.1.5.2
statuteCitation (M, NR)
4.1.5.3
statuteInformationDeterminationDate (O, NR)
4.1.5.4
statuteNote (O, R)
4.1.5.5
statuteDocumentationIdentifier (O, R)
4.1.5.5.1
statuteDocumentationIdentifierType (M, NR)
4.1.5.5.2
statuteDocumentationIdentifierValue (M, NR)
4.1.5.5.3
statuteDocumentationRole (O, NR)
4.1.5.6
statuteApplicableDates (O, NR)
4.1.5.6.1
startDate (O, NR)
4.1.5.6.2
endDate (O, NR)
4.1.6 otherRightsInformation (O, NR)
4.1.6.1 otherRightsDocumentationIdentifier (O, R)
4.1.6.1.1 otherRightsDocumentationIdentifierType (M, NR)
4.1.6.1.2 otherRightsDocumentationIdentifierValue (M, NR)
4.1.6.1.3 otherRightsDocumentationRole (O, NR)
4.1.6.2 otherRightsBasis (M, NR)
4.1.6.3
otherRightsApplicableDates (O, NR)
4.1.6.3.1 startDate (O, NR)
4.1.6.3.2 endDate (O, NR)
4.1.6.4
otherRightsNote (O, R)
4.1.7 rightsGranted (O, R)
4.1.7.1
act (M, NR)
4.1.7.2
restriction (O, R)
4.1.7.3
termOfGrant (O, NR)
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4.1.7.3.1
startDate (M, NR)
4.1.7.3.2
endDate (O, NR)
4.1.7.4 termOfRestriction (O, NR)
4.1.7.4.1 startDate (M, NR)
4.1.7.4.2 endDate (O, NR)
4.1.7.5
rightsGrantedNote (O, R)
4.1.8 linkingObjectIdentifier (O, R)
4.1.8.1
linkingObjectIdentifierType (M, NR)
4.1.8.2
linkingObjectIdentifierValue (M, NR)
4.1.8.3
linkingObjectRole (O, R)
4.1.9 linkingAgentIdentifier (O, R)
4.1.9.1
linkingAgentIdentifierType (M, NR)
4.1.9.2
linkingAgentIdentifierValue (M, NR)
4.1.9.3
linkingAgentRole (O, R)
4.2
rightsExtension (O, R)
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The list of requirements and their priority ranking (must/should/not) as discussed and
agreed in the CMM kick-off meeting (Dec 2015).
nr Requirement

Priority

1

Based on standards

A. Must

2

Compliant with DDI

A. Must

3

Compliant with other relevant standards

A. Must

4

Extensible

A. Must

5

Platform independent

A. Must

6

Cover study level metadata

A. Must

7

Cover data file level metadata

A. Must

8

Cover variable level metadata

A. Must

9

Cover question level metadata

A. Must

10 Cover series level metadata

A. Must

11 Support multilinguality

A. Must

12 Support resource discovery

A. Must

13 Reflect the needs of SPs

A. Must

14 Reflect the needs of researchers

A. Must

15 Support the building of Product and Service Catalogue

A. Must

16 Enable harvesting of metadata (for CESSDA portal)

A. Must

17 Support the building of the Euro Question Bank

A. Must

19 Propose CVs for most relevant metadata fields

A. Must

20 CVs in selected languages (en, swe, fi, ge)

A. Must

21 Support DDI CVG work

A. Must

22 Include examples and guidelines

A. Must

23 Support persistent identification

A. Must

24 Support versioning

A. Must

26 Support use of CVs

A. Must

28 Support access to data (copyright, access, use and licensing information)

A. Must

29 Support using concepts to describe objects

A. Must

32 Support documenting instruments

A. Must

36 Machine-readable/understandable

A. Must

37 Interoperable

A. Must

39 DDI Profile

A. Must

18 Support the description of data beyond social sciences

B. Should

34 Accuracy: way to control the contents of the elements

B. Should

35 Provenance: enable documenting the provenance of data

B. Should
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B. Should

42 Include preservation metadata

B. Should

44 Include structural metadata

B. Should

27 Support documenting aggregate data

C. Not

33 Completeness/Expectations: include all relevant elements

C. Not

43 Include administrative metadata

C. Not

45 Support documenting Big Data

C. Not

46 Support documenting data from administrative sources ("register data")

C. Not

47 Support documenting datum-level (datum = a value found in a cell of a table)

C. Not

25 Support documenting relations between objects

D. Explore

30 Support using coding standards

D. Explore
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41 Include technical metadata

40 Centralised design (CV?) for recurrent actions and events during data lifecycle D. Explore
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